Intro

In response to emergencies such as the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic or a hurricane, federal agencies often identify and offer flexibilities and waivers of statutory, regulatory, or policy requirements to address rapidly arising needs and, in many cases, to support economic recovery from the crisis. For example, they may temporarily change program eligibility or reporting requirements to better facilitate access to needed services and supports during and after the crisis. Flexibilities and waivers are often implemented with authority granted through emergency declarations, often from the Public Health Service Act, the Stafford Act, and state emergency preparedness laws. The urgency of these crises typically limits the timeframe, planning, and data collection necessary for robust evaluation, often limiting research on the implementation and effectiveness of emergency waivers and flexibilities. However, as crises continue and new ones emerge, program managers – federal offices and states/grantees – may find measuring the outcomes of flexibilities and waivers important for understanding relative successes and to inform conversations about potential program and policy innovations or needed adjustments to future waivers and flexibilities. These initial assessments can also help inform subsequent rigorous evaluations of these flexibilities and waivers. This brief provides
steps to guide initial performance measurement considerations that can inform decisions about continued and future use of these flexibilities and waivers. In addition, taking initial steps to measure flexibilities and waivers can provide decision-makers with useful insights to inform the design and goals of future research questions and more rigorous evaluations.

This brief outlines a workable strategy to address the challenges of assessing implementation and outcomes of emergency waivers and flexibilities. Given the limited research in this area, we looked at similar approaches used in non-emergency situations, namely waivers offered for demonstrations, such as Medicaid’s Section 1115 demonstrations or child welfare (title IV-E) demonstrations. These demonstrations are generally used to test strategies designed to improve program outcomes or address other policy priorities. This brief draws from prior, rigorous evaluations and other analyses of demonstration waivers to examine methods for assessing emergency waivers and flexibilities, address practical considerations and constraints, and suggest strategies to both reactively and proactively assess the implementation and outcomes of emergency waivers and flexibilities.

Grounded in the review of demonstration waivers, this brief illustrates a step-by-step guide for program managers to design and conduct an assessment to analyze findings about an emergency flexibility or waiver focused on economic mobility or economic recovery. Acknowledging the constraints of emergency circumstances, this brief provides considerations and suggestions for an approach for how to overcome barriers to assessment. The approach begins with framing the goals of the flexibility or waiver. The next steps are generating performance measures, capturing data, developing a plan for more rigorous evaluation, and finally analyzing lessons learned.

Throughout each step, it is crucial for program managers to maintain clear and consistent communication with stakeholders on new opportunities and requirements associated with the flexibility or waiver. For program managers and grantees, stakeholders may include local program managers, frontline staff, advocates, other funders, community partners, program participants, and other people with lived experience. Consistent communication can range from disseminating clear and updated guidance to the field to hosting program “office hours” and stakeholder listening lessons. Regularly seeking guidance and feedback, in both emergency and non-emergency times, creates clear channels to share information and quickly adapt to evolving circumstances.

2 https://www.acf.hhs.gov/cb/programs/child-welfare-waivers
### Real and Perceived Measurement Barriers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified Barrier</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other competing, urgent demands can take priority over emergency analysis.</td>
<td>Clear guidance, communication, and expectations shared with grantees and other stakeholders during emergencies can facilitate quick, relatively easy collection of key metrics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency conditions often prevent systematic data collection and long-term and rigorous evaluations.</td>
<td>Initial assessments with existing real-time data can reveal how a flexibility or waiver is creating intended or unintended outcomes, which can inform, though not replace, a subsequent more rigorous evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs may lack established, pre-emergency baseline data sources and data collection methods.</td>
<td>Programs can quickly identify new data elements that would be helpful to track, even starting with anecdotal or ad hoc information as a first step if needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Identify a Clear Purpose and Intended Outcomes**

Establishing the reason for the waiver or flexibility and identifying its intended results are the foundation of any measurement effort. The established purpose could be to continue to achieve program goals in a crisis, or the purpose could be more targeted, such as temporarily expanding access to benefits or reducing burdens (e.g., by speeding up processes or reducing administrative or other requirements) on certain grantees or program participants.

Federal programs can clearly communicate the purpose of the flexibility and waiver via multiple channels, including formal guidance, early messaging, and ongoing communication throughout the emergency period. In addition, identifying the mechanisms through which a flexibility or waiver is expected to achieve those intended outcomes can be helpful. The process of identifying the expected goals can take several forms, some more formal than others. Programs might use the following examples among others:

- **Theory of change:** In a more formal process, program managers can articulate a clear purpose and the desired outcomes of a flexibility or waiver. Program managers then work backward from these goals to identify what needs to be done to achieve the intended outcomes for a target population.

- **Logic model:** For a visual representation of program activities and intended outcomes, program managers can chart a logic model depicting the ecosystem of relationships, including resources/inputs, outputs, outcomes, and intended/hypothesized impacts.³

- **Goals and projected outcomes:** Program managers can articulate the purpose of the waiver or flexibility, identify programmatic goals, and set targets for intended outputs and outcomes.

Additional considerations related to purpose and outcomes include:

- **Local contexts and needs:** In some cases, federal agencies may identify broad intended outcomes, but states or grantees may need to identify more specific goals based on their individual circumstances, resources, and needs across communities.

³ [https://www.cdc.gov/eval/logicmodels/index.htm](https://www.cdc.gov/eval/logicmodels/index.htm)
- **Unintended consequences**: Other factors and contexts, from uneven implementation to various program interactions, can produce additional outcomes not considered or desired. For example, a flexibility or waiver in one program may affect participants’ eligibility for other services. In addition to identifying the intended outcomes, program managers can try to identify in advance other implications that may indirectly follow from the waiver or flexibility, such as exacerbating or minimizing pre-crisis inequities in service access and program outcomes.

- **Short- and long-term outcomes**: Intended goals can encompass both short-term and long-term outcomes, such as immediate changes in participants’ household income security in the coming weeks and later outcomes related to longer-term self-sufficiency or equitable access and results.

### 2. Establish Performance Metrics

Considering the desired outcomes identified in the previous step, program managers can generate metrics on which to base an assessment of performance. Clear and timely program communication on performance metrics local program managers are required or encouraged to collect can help stakeholders at all levels better implement and analyze a flexibility or waiver. While specific performance metrics largely depend on the relevant program, context, and flexibility or waiver, program managers can consider these metrics:

- **Reach**: Compare the actual number of participants served under the waiver or flexibility to the number originally projected to be served or to the baseline number served before the waiver or flexibility began. Program managers can also track the total number of grantees or which types of grantees used the waiver or flexibility and how they did so.

- **Service quantity**: Identify the extent to which new and existing activities were undertaken (or not), or the extent to which services were provided (or not) to participants, and how that might be tied to implementation of the flexibility or waiver.

- **Perceived participant satisfaction**: Gather information on participants’ satisfaction and how participants perceived the program outcomes. Which populations generally found the flexibility or waiver to be helpful or not, and why.

- **Participant equity**: Analyze perceived or documented outcomes of the waiver or flexibility across different populations, particularly those that may be disproportionately affected by the crisis.

- **Administrative outcomes**: Compare actual program expenses, staff time, and other administrative burdens, such as paperwork, to the projected costs of the waiver or flexibility or to typical environments before the waiver or flexibility.

- **Implementation**: Analyze implementation, including potential uneven implementation, across individual programs or grantees by studying take-up, timetables, and efficiency.
  - Review the relative timelines on which programs adopted the waiver or flexibility and assess disparities.
  - Determine the extent and variation of program or administrative activities that were implemented as intended or were not undertaken.
  - Gather information on the circumstances, populations, or contexts in which a waiver or flexibility was more likely to be used and be considered effective by stakeholders.
  - Identify how implementation effectiveness impacted short- and potentially long-term participant health and well-being outcomes.

### 3. Identify and Collect Data

Program assessments can rely on quantitative and qualitative data. As a general principle, collecting and reporting relevant data regularly and building out existing data collection tools can help programs compile data during and after the emergency and provide initial comparison metrics for analyzing the outcomes of the waiver or flexibility.
Establishing new data streams and procedures can be costly and time-intensive, particularly for information and circumstances that may be relatively short-lived. Programs can rely on existing data collection tools or can use ad hoc and anecdotal information as a starting point to help inform analyses. Program staff can consider the questions posed in the assessment (per the steps above) and examine the existing data sources, such as administrative data or data collected to meet annual grantee reporting requirements, before considering whether to create new data collection processes. Ultimately, data collection should be based on the expected outcomes being explored and the identified performance measures. Based in part on findings from these early assessments, program staff should also consider whether systematic data collection or long-term and rigorous evaluation is warranted and feasible.

More standardized, comprehensive data collection may result in higher assessment quality, reliability, and rigor. However, ad hoc or anecdotal information can be useful in analyzing and understanding the implementation and possible outcomes of a flexibility or waiver. A variety of data sources and measures are available, as described in the box below. Clear guidance from program managers about measures and data sources can help stakeholders adapt existing measurement tools or quickly create new ones if needed. Consistent communication from program managers can help standardize flexibility or waiver rollout, but implementation and outcomes may vary because of a staggered implementation, slow opt-in or adoption, or other factors.

**Data Collection Strategies**

**Example measures:** A range of qualitative and quantitative measures can help identify potential sources of implementation issues and disparities, as well as signs of effectiveness. For example measures of interest may include:

- Participants’ individual experiences and struggles, reported, for example, in a focus group or informal conversation.
- Widespread issues stemming from the structure of and guidance on the flexibility or waiver itself, identified, for example, in a survey of grantees.
- Data on program participants and assistance—such as the number of program participants, average length/type of assistance, disparities by race/ethnicity, and expenses—included in administrative data systems.

**Example data sources:** The following could provide information to begin to shed light on the implementation or perceived outcomes of a flexibility or waiver in practice: listening sessions; participant focus groups; interviews with program leaders, staff, and stakeholders; simple surveys; existing or newly requested administrative data; informal conversations with grantees or sub-grantees.

Federal agencies should ensure they have approval under the Paperwork Reduction Act to collect information from 10 or more individuals or programs. Previous approvals may need to be updated if data will be used for a purpose not specified in the original approval (e.g., program monitoring or performance measurement), and programs may find use in awareness of any changes to requirements and approval processes due to emergency circumstances. Careful adherence to Institutional Review Board guidelines remains crucial for states and other grantees.

4. Develop a Plan for More Rigorous Evaluation

Considering the purpose of the flexibility or waiver and the initial data collection and analysis can help lay the foundation for more rigorous and formal evaluations of the flexibility or waiver. The first step is to clearly identify the question(s) a formal evaluation would aim to answer, such as whether the flexibility or waiver led to the expected outcomes or how it was used and implemented in practice. The next step is to select a research design that will help answer those
questions. Program managers can use a range of study types, including descriptive, process, outcome, and impact evaluations, to better understand the outcomes of emergency waivers and flexibilities. To show that a waiver or flexibility is the cause of a given outcome, the study design must include a reasonable counterfactual scenario—that is, an estimate or measurement of what would have happened without the flexibility or waiver.

Evaluation design depends in part on the larger context and the nature of the flexibility or waiver. Some research designs, such as descriptive studies, may be more practical because of resource constraints, but the design should be chosen for its ability to answer the research question. The following considerations can help program managers formulate and conduct selected types of evaluations of a waiver or flexibility.

**Key Definitions**

**Descriptive research** furthers understanding by focusing on the implementation of a program or policy, as well as the relationships between implementation factors and outcomes.\(^A\)

**Impact research** gauges the efficacy of a fully developed intervention, focusing on evaluating the relative success in achieving intended outcomes while accounting for cause-and-effect relationships.\(^A\)

---

**Considerations for a Descriptive Evaluation of Waivers and Flexibilities**

Descriptive evaluations describe a program or process in action, including its implementation. They are often based on stakeholder feedback and experiences and can be qualitative or quantitative in nature. This type of evaluation can help show the relationships between a flexibility or waiver and participant outcomes, among other uses. Using the above and other relevant data collection methods and criteria, program managers can analyze the rollout of the flexibility or waiver by considering the following, for example, as the basis of a descriptive analysis:

- Descriptions and documentation of the relevant policies, populations, and activities, as well as patterns identified in the data.
- The measurement of identified relationships between implementation factors and outcomes, including goals such as equitable access to services.
- A discussion of systems and participants’ experiences in these systems.

**Considerations for a Process or Implementation Evaluation**

Process or implementation evaluations use information on the content, quantity, quality, and structure of service provision to understand how a flexibility or waiver was delivered. These evaluations can assess the extent to which the implementation achieved the program goals and how operations look in practice. To achieve these evaluation goals, program managers can consider questions such as these:

- To what extent was the flexibility or waiver actually adopted across the field? To what extent was implementation delayed or uneven across grantees?
- What were program outputs, such as the number of participants or the number of training sessions attended?
- What questions and feedback arose in the field during implementation?

---

• To what extent was implementation perceived to exacerbate or minimize existing inequities in program access or outcomes?

Considerations for an Outcome Evaluation

Outcome evaluations try to gauge the extent to which a flexibility or waiver fulfilled its identified purpose and achieved the intended outcomes. These evaluations rely on achieved outputs, or immediate effects, and achieved outcomes, or ultimate changes, to measure effectiveness by comparing them with the intended goals. Outcome evaluations can complement performance measurement.

Considerations for an Impact Evaluation

Impact evaluations rely not only on reliable data but also on accurate identification of cause-and-effect relationships, unlike the types of evaluation described above. They compare what happened when a flexibility or waiver was offered or utilized to a realistic counterfactual situation—in other words, what would have happened if the flexibility or waiver had not been offered or used. In the evaluation, program managers should consider potential confounding factors that can impact causality, especially in emergency settings. For example, a larger economic downturn could drive participant outcomes more than the evaluated flexibility or waiver.

Demonstration waivers are commonly evaluated using randomized controlled trials (RCTs), where some participants are randomly assigned to receive an intervention or participate in a program (treatment group) and others are not (control group). This can be ideal for research design when possible. However, RCTs are not always feasible for evaluating the impact of emergency flexibilities and waivers in practice. For example, programs may lack the time, ability, and resources to use this type of evaluation. In addition, program managers may find it difficult to determine how to randomly assign participants or grantees to receive the flexibility or waiver. RCTs often rely on advance planning and fixed environments that program managers may find difficult to establish in emergency settings, when flexibilities and waivers require rapid implementation.

Other impact evaluations employ quasi-experimental designs, which may be viable and useful in analyzing impact after implementation of a waiver or flexibility begins or even after the flexibility or waiver ends. In quasi-experimental designs, a control group is carefully constructed (vs. randomly assigned) to demonstrate what might have happened in the absence of the program. This type of research uses observation of other, non-random population groups to help evaluate impact. These evaluation designs rely on access to real-time data and careful thought about the extent to which a comparison group accurately represents a counterfactual of what would have happened without the flexibility or waiver. For example, program managers can use surrounding counties as comparison groups when a waiver or flexibility is implemented in phases by county or when a disaster declaration is limited to certain counties. In a federal context, state-by-state implementation can also provide comparison groups. Pre-treatment populations can serve as control groups in case of emergency system-wide implementation. Program managers and researchers can analyze accessible data and tools to determine whether a quasi-experimental design is possible. For example, Iowa evaluated the impact of its Medicaid Section 1115 waiver by using program data from the years before implementation of the waiver to construct comparison groups, which helped identify cause-and-effect relationships.

Considerations for a Cost-Benefit Analysis

Often program managers seek to assess the relative outcomes of a new policy through a cost-benefit analysis, which relies on a key understanding of the many factors at play. Program managers can choose either an expansive or narrow approach to identifying costs and benefits,
focusing primarily on short-term outcomes or trying to capture long-term implications as well. A formal cost-benefit evaluation involves a robust and sophisticated analysis. Programs may initially pursue a “back-of-the-envelope” estimate to give decision makers an initial sense of the relative perceived cost or benefit, though this would not be considered an evaluation and estimate would be much less reliable than a formal evaluation. In a formal cost-benefit evaluation that considers the intended outcomes of the program, program managers can weigh the costs and benefits to assess whether the flexibility or waiver achieved the intended goals.

Takeaways for the Evaluation Design Process

The research question of interest should inform the evaluation design. To align desired or current information streams with research design planning, program managers can ask themselves:

• To what extent is cost and benefit information on the flexibility or waiver available?
• Is it possible to compare outcomes from the flexibility or waiver, such as, outcomes before and after implementation, outcomes across states or counties, etc.?
• Can programs choose a research design and complete an evaluation after the issuance of a flexibility or waiver? If so, what resources are needed to do so?

5. Identify Lessons

During and after the duration of the flexibility or waiver, program managers can assess key takeaways to improve processes for the development, implementation, and assessment of current and potential future flexibilities and waivers. Program managers can pose the following questions:

• What, if any, data collection models do programs need to redesign or build to provide a better basis for comparison, assessment, and evaluation?
• What resources, such as guidance on promising implementation practices, would stakeholders find useful to facilitate the implementation and analysis of a flexibility or waiver?
• Should programs streamline or simplify implementation processes? If so, how?
• Considering implementation and outcomes, should programs adjust the term length of a flexibility or waiver, and why?
• From the available data, what can programs conclude about the relative costs, benefits, feasibility, and buy-in of potential waiver and flexibility extensions, reinstatements for future emergencies, or potential permanent programmatic changes?
• How can programs use initial findings from current flexibility/waiver assessments to inform and improve the expected outcomes of the flexibility or waiver in a future emergency?
• For future emergencies, what key measures and evaluation designs would programs find useful in the planning stages to facilitate implementation and evaluation?

Conclusion

Despite various contexts and constraints, program managers can take clear steps to initially assess flexibilities and waivers during emergencies. Although emergency circumstances may affect the long-term choice of research design, in these situations program managers can continue to identify goals, communicate regularly with grantees, and collect and analyze available data to help establish processes for future rigorous analysis of the implementation and outcomes of flexibilities and waivers. By providing a basis for analysis, these initial steps can help programs determine the extent to which flexibilities or waivers achieve intended outcomes, improve participant outcomes, impact disparities, and promote programmatic goals.
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